
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: Worksite Housekeeping

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Suggested Topics for next year:

Doug Donegan 22

122345 3.7

122345 4.0

122345 4.0

122345 4.0

122345 3.6

122345 4.2

12Overview of general principles of job site housekeeping.2345

12Very good information concerning a variety of issues in any workplace.2345

12Good focus on productivity and efficiencies!2345

12The knowledge and proficiency of the instructor - was able to insert much info and ideas to problem areas of 
the topic.

2345

12Involvement2345

12Tied topics together2345

12Good info.2345

12Open discussion2345

12Turn the lights off sooner to see the powerpoint2345

12Very applicable, good statistics,2345

12Health hazards staging materials2345

12I could hear the speaker talk.2345

12Good pace.  Knew topic.2345

12The comparison between housekeeping and efficiency2345

12Use photos that you can see clearly.  Use gender-neutral terms:  there ARE WOMEN who work in construction.2345

12None.2345

12Fresh batteries2345

12?2345

12Better pictures2345

12more pictures.2345

12more on housekeeping inspections/evaluation of housekeeping program2345

12To cover more work force positions other than contractors.2345

12Better pictures; new clicker.2345

12- Tools for implementation  -  suggestions  -  real-time expectations2345

12None2345
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Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12Utility Damages
Work Zone safety

2345

126.  Did you like the topic?   NOT REALLY!  THIS IS ALL BASICALLY COMMON SENSE!2345


